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GLOBALISATION IN ADVERTISING 11: USE OF GLOBAL 
STRATEGIES BY INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING AGENCIES 
ABSTRACT 
This paper analyses the use of global strategies by intemational advertising agencies. 
1t uses Y旬's (1 989, 1992) conceptualization of global strategy as a multi-dimensional 
construct composed of a number of elements which he termed ' global levers'. The paper 
examines each ofthese levers in turn seeking to uncover which components of global strategy 
are being adopted and how are they being implemented by the agencies. 
This paper supplements a previous working paper in this same series. 1n that paper the 
extant literature regarding theories and definitions of globalisation and global strategy was 
examined. The terms were clearly defined for the purpose of this study. Additionally Y旬's
4企amework for global strategy's was introduced and the methodology of the overall study 
was presented. 1n the previous paper the forces pushing globalisation (in Y旬's terminology 
the 'global drivers') facing the advertising industry were identified. It was syggested that 
market drivers were the predominant force impacting the industry and cost, government and 
competitive drivers had a limited inf1uence. 
1n this paper th己 anticipated effect of the global drivers facing the advertising industry 
are presented. A number of propositions are developed regarding the expects the use of each 
of the 'global levers'. Based on interviews with senior executives in the international 
advertising agencies the actual use of each globallaver is then discussed. The anticipated and 
actual results are then compared and conclusions drawn regarding the efficacy of Y旬's
framework as a predictive modal. 
Three distinct 'typologies' of agency emerge, each following a differing overall 
approach in response to the industry globalisation drivers. It is suggested that the reason for 
the altemate strategic approaches is related largely to the administrative heritage of each 
organization. The paper concludes by suggesting areas for further research. 
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TEXT 
INTRODUCTION 
The previous part of this paper has a1ready identified the 已 globa1 drivers ' facing the advertising 
industry. In this second 戶口 of the paper focus switches to the strategic responses of the 
internationa1 advertising agencies. Questions to be addressed include: 
How are multinational advertising agencies lnaking use of the global strategic 1evers? 
Are there significant difference between the strategies being followed or are all agencies making 
use of the san1e globa1 1evers? 
How useful is the Yip fran1ework as a too1 for understanding globalisation and the use of global 
strategy in this industry? 
METHODOLOGY 
A complete lnethodology for the overall project is presented in the first part ofthis paper. The 
reader is referred to thgt section for an understanding of how data was collected and analysed. 
In the first p缸1: ofthe paper on global drivers the bulk ofthe material presented was lifted directly 
from the interviews conducted with industry experts. This paper on the use ofthe globallevers 
makes much greater use of secondary data collected about each agency. This resu1ts from a 
significant con1pany inforn1ation search conducted prior to each of the executive interviews in 
order to triangulate potential bias from any single respondent and to make the most oftime spent 
with each executive. Reference where appropriate is a1so made to extant literature which sheds 
further light on either an industry driver or use of a lever. 
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The seni or adveni sing agency managers inter\"iewed for thi s section ofthe proj ect 'vvere identified 
largely through C0 I11pany websites or annual reports. The structure of lnany of the advertising 
agencies is such that often no single chief executive ofthe agency can be readily identified which 
meant that careful consideration of which individual within the organisation to contact was 
required. The targeted individual for this particular research \vas the highest placed director 
within the organisation with a responsibility for setting international strategy. Other participants 
in the study inc1 uded the strategy director of one of the conglOlnerate marketing holding 
conlpanies and an interview with George Yip focussing on the application ofhis lnodel in service 
industries. 
I Table 1 - List of Age川 h你叫附S 心的叫 Regarding Use of Global 8t叫gies
Bartle Bogle Hegarty Bates Worldwide 
Sinlon Sherwood Michael Coyle 
Group Managing Director European Client Service Director 
Regional Director - Centra l/ Eastern Europe 
and Middle East 
BBDO (Abbot Mead Vickers) BMP/DDB 
J ulian Ingram Michael Bray 
Director ofBusiness Developnlent - Managing Managing Director - International 
Director (Europe) 
D ' Arcy International 1. Walter Thompson 
Eddy Stephens Michael Mädel 
Senior VP , Corporate Communications President and Chief Executive Officer 
Europe, Middle East and Africa 
M&C Saatchi Ogilvy and Mather 
Moray McLennan Lionel Godfrey 
Joint Chief Executive- Worldwide Client Service Director 
Saatchi and Saatchi International WPP Con1nlunications PLC. 
Alan Bishop Eric Salanla 
Chairman Group Director of Strate皇Y
LINKING nRIVER8 WITH LEVER8 
Ideally in this study one would wish to be able to study the expected Ìlnpact of each driver on 
agency use of global strategies in isolation. When elements of a particular driver are strong for 
example what w ould be the expected agency response in ternlS of usage of the global levers? 
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Answering such questions lies as the basis of testing Y巾 ' s fran1ework as a predictive lnode l. 
However such enviromnent-strategy relationships are rarely straightforward and attributing 
specific uses of any lever to any particular driver is problen1atic for a nUlnber of reasons . 
Fit叫旬， Yi P hin1self has never clearly stated which drivers will affect the usage of which levers. 
Three of the four drivers according to Yip affect all of the global strategic levers. In both his 
case study exan1ples (Yip 1991 , 1992) and his en1pirical studies (Yip and Johannson 1994: Yip , 
Johannson and Roos 1997) Yip takes care not to link any particular driver with any particular 
lever. ln the models presented in the empirical studies Yip aggregates both drivers and levers 
into single constructs (of ‘ industry drivers' and ‘global strategy') which obviates the need to 
delineate links between specific dr心ers and levers. 
The second difficulty again relates to the fact that use of any lever is affected by more than one 
of the drivers. Drivers therefore may be offsetting and a suggestion that any one driver 
encourages use of a particular lever may be negated by another driver which discourages such 
use. Making predictions of finn behaviour based on any single dr心er without a consideration 
of the Ì1npact of the other drivers is therefore ill-advised. It n1ay be that one elen1ent of a 
particular driver is so over-riding in either pron10ting or hindering globalisation that this single 
elelnent would take precedence negating the impact of the other drivers. 
What can be done with Y旬's framework is to make predictions on how firms will respond to the 
combination of global jndustry drivers impacting the industry. Once a picture ofthe totality of 
forces driving globalisation within the industry have been laid out then projections on how firms 
are likely to react can be n1ade. Such a method allows for offsetting impacts of different drivers 
to be considered and to attach additional weight to the in1pact of a driver or con1ponent of a 
driver that has a particularly strong influence on the industry. 
Such an approach may be seen by some to lack the scientific rigour that COlnes with linking 
particular drivers to particular levers and clearly identifying relationships which can be 
statistically tested. It may be argued that assessing the cOlnbination of drivers allows for 
investigator bias to enter the analysis as the potential for subjective judgelnents on driver 
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weightings is introduced. This n1ay be seen as a lÜ11itation ofthe Yip fralneWork. However other 
sin1ilar strategic n10dels , notably Porter ' s ; fi ve forces ' or Porter' s ‘diamond n10del ' require 
exactly the same analytical approach. In this study the qualitative interview n1ethod has 
specifically allowed for the fact that different drivers canγdiffering weights and the assessment 
thereof has been based strictly on interviewee COlnmentS. As a result , within the liInitations of 
the fran1ewor丸 investigator bias in detennining the cOlnbination of global drivers has been 
min Îlnised. 
There still remains the difficulty however that having recognised the extent of globalisation in 
the industry the interpretation of expected strategic responses is largely down to the investigator. 
The Yip framework does not provide a prescriptive guide to which strategic levers will be 
adopted for a particular set of drivers and this weakness certainly lin1its the application of the 
framework as a functioning mode l. Atten1pts to test the framework by comparing actual to 
expected resu1ts can thus always fall foul to charges that the con1bination of drivers was 
incorrectly analysed and/or the expected use oflevers was incorrectly interpreted. Without clear 
causal relationships Yip ' s framework thus becomes impossible to either prove or disprove, a 
criticism sin1ilar to charges made against the Porter models previously cited (Davies and Ellis 
2000). 
There are therefore limitations to this process of evaluating expected versus actual use of global 
strategies. To be fair Yip has never claimed that the fran1ework has the ability to predict 
particular uses of glob,!l strategy. He would however hold that an understanding of the 
combination of global drivers can act as an aid to under叫anding which global levers may be 
employed. It is only in this sense that the framework can be used in this study, as a tool which 
acts as more of a guide to likely actions or even potential strategic n10ves rather than a 
determining n10del of the same. 
This paper progresses by firstly outlining expected uses of the global strategic levers referring 
as far as possible to Y旬's previous writings where his own interpretations have been provided. 
A series of propositions regarding expected use of global levers are presented. Once these 
expected uses have been cOlnpared with the strategies that are actually being used by the agencies 
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a conclusion on the utility of Yip ' s ÍÌ"an1eviOrk in understanding industry globalisation and finn 
use of global strategies will be n1ade. 
p，叩ositions Regarding Expected Use ofGlobal Levers 
In this industry the mnbiguity of the global drivers makes it difficult to predict which of the 
global levers will be used by the international advertising agencies. The fact that cost, 
government and cOlnpetitive drivers appear to neither pron10te nor inhibit globalisation within 
the industry lnay suggest that the usage of the global levers by agencies will not be greatly 
in f1 uenced by these enviroill11ental factors. The con f1 icting nature of n1arket drivers n1eanwhile 
would suggest that agencies will have to be selective in their use of global levers 雪 adopting
integrated strategies to meet the needs of global clients while retaining multi-local strategies in 
order to n1eet the needs of local clients and the local lnarket-intelligence requirelnents of the 
lTIultinationals. 
Proposition 1: Agencies will strive to develop or maintain worldwide coverage 
Moving through Yip's global levers , the first lever to consider is that of ‘global lnarket 
participation ' . Based on the markets driver one would suggest that worldwide coverage is a 
requirement ofthe international agencies. Despite the fact that many clients have consolidated 
their own marketing operations globally, they still do delnand that their agencies are able to 
function ' on their behalf in local1narkets providing lnarketing feedback on local conditions and 
adaptation of centrally agreed upon positions and campaign themes. Therefore one would expect 
to see continued n1aintenance of a significant worldwide branch network operating in most ofthe 
countries where clients have n1arkets. One would also expect decisions on market presence to 
be made with regard to the overall well-being ofthe network rather than on a stand-alone market-
by-market basis suggesting agencies will n1ake significant usage of this lever. The ι global 
participation ' lever therefore needs to be broken down into these two elen1ents. 
Appendix 2 presents in graphical form the expected use by international agencies of these 
elements along with the expected usage of a11 other levers. The diagran1 is based on a similar 
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analytical tool presented in Yip (1992 p.262 ) 、 a similar diagran1 will be presented in Appendix 
3 once the actual use of globallevers has been discussed and Appendix 4 will sho\\1 a con1parison 
between expected and actual use. 
Proposition 2 Agencies 11vill seek to develop stanâαrd methods and procedures to be 
implemented worldwide however 'global output ' will be less common 
The use of the 已 global services ' lever is difficult to predict. Clearly based on the discussion in 
the previous paper one would not expect agencies to be churning out standardised ‘products' in 
the sense that this lever‘ was defined by Yip or is accepted in the broader globalisation literature. 
Analysis of the n1arket driver has suggested that while clients are looking for a worldwide 
integration of their advertising output, the lnajority are stilllooking for agencies to consider on 
a market by market basis how much adaptation is required and what forn1 that adaptation should 
take. 可lhat clients do appear to be demanding however is a consistent leve l of quality in each 
international office of their global agencies and as a result one may expect that certain 
organisational methods and standards may be iITIplen1ented in order to ensure the standardisation 
of output quality if not the output itsel f. Once again one would therefore antici pate that this lever 
may need to be broken down somewhat as there will be elelTIents of the service which are 
standardised while other elen1ents remain locally adapted. 1n Appendix 2, this lever has been 
decomposed into 'global output' , i.e. global advertising and also ‘glo bal methods and 
procedures' . 
Proposition 3 : There will be very limited centralisation 01 activities 
The ιglobal10cation of activities' lever appears in Y旬 's lTIodel to be prin1arily driven by the 
desire to achieve cost efficiencies and as we have seen the cost drivers in advertising are 
relatively insignificant. This together with the high proportion of local clientele of the agencies 
would suggest that there would be very liInited geographic concentration of activities within the 
agencies. The client con f1 ict concerns highlighted earlier would further lin1it opportunities for 
product or industry specialisation where geographic centres of excellence may have been utilised. 
The need to retain ‘good people' in each branch office further n1eans that work will tend to be 
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shared around the net\vork rather than centrally pooled. Although one would expect that 1110St 
elen1ents of an agencies value chain would be recreated at each location it is possible that son1e 
centralisation of SOlne activities lnay OCCUr. With global clients for exalnple one may expect 
sOlne fonn of global account n1anagelnent to exist within the agency probably with this activity 
centred in the nearest branch office to the decision-n1aking centre of the clien t. This lnay even 
be extended into the creative function \vith one branch office taking a 已 lead agency ' role working 
as the prÏInary developer of a global can1paign with local adaptation occurring at other 
international offices. 
Proposition 4 .' Agencies will seek to develop 'global brands' 01 their own 
1n tern1S of ‘global 111arketing' one would expect that given the advent of global customers and 
the desire to present an integrated approach worldwide that agencies would lnake substantial 
usage ofthis lever. 1n tern1S ofbranding and positioning one would expect that the international 
agencies would go for a unified approach \\"hich would not only appeal to global clients but also 
help to attract local clients seeking a ' badge of assurance' . As suggested above servicing of 
global clients may take an integrated approach with sales activities centred close to customers ' 
headquarters. Ho\vever in common with lnany other services which depend on personal selling 
there will be substantial downstream n1arketing activities which are organised at the locallevel , 
celiainly this would be true with respect to the large nun1ber of local clients. Appendix 2 
decon1poses the 'global marketing' lever into two components of ιglobal branding' and ιother 
lnarketing activities' before outlining the expected use of each of these cOlnponents of 
international strategy. 
Proposition 5 .' Agencies will match developments 01 m句:01' competitors although extent 01 
'global competitive 1710ves ' may be limited 
The final lever is that of 'competitive moves'. As already suggested cOlnpetitive drivers do 
appear to be pushing the international agencies to shadow each others 1110VeS, certainly in terms 
of lnaintaining a worldwide presence. Again we would expect the n1arket driver of global clients 
to influence firn1s to cross-subsidise international operations, accepting losses in son1e markets 
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if this allo\ved theln to gain or retain an Ìlnportant worldwide account. Although there may be 
no goven1l11ent barriers to use of c0111petitive n10ves , other elen1ents of c0111petitive drivers 
including the client conflict concerns already n1entioned suggest that this lever n1ay not be widely 
used outside of these specific circumstances. 
While this assesslnent of the expected use of global strategic levers has posited the broad 
anticipated take-up of particular levers it does not go into a great deal of specific detail about how 
these levers will be used or how usage n1ay vary between different types of agency. This will be 
revealed in the following section where each lever is analysed in detail backed up by exa111ples 
of individual strategies and cOlnn1ents 企0111 senior executives within the agencies. What this 
sectio l1 has done however is to provide a staging point which assists in our consideration of the 
validity ofthe Yip framework. The assesslnent above is based purely on the preceding analysis 
of the global drivers and therefore the extent to which actual practice lnatches with these 
judgements presented here will reflect the power of the Yip fraInework as a predictive mode l. 
ACTUAL USE OF GLOBAL STRA TEGIES BY ADVERTISING AGENCIES 
-THE ‘GLOBAL LEVERS' 
Each ofY旬's five ‘global levers' is in fact a scale with fir111S choosing either to set the lever 
somewhere between a purely multi-local or alternatively a con1pletely 'global' setting. By 
analysing the use ofthese levers by advertising agencies it is possible to see that different types 
of agency have adopted differing forms and cOlnbinations of international strategy in order to 
deal with the international environment previously outlined. Rather than the single approach 
to the use of global levers that was predicted in the previous section, what elnerges is a more 
complex picture with different agencies making different levels of use of the various levers. 
In the following exan1ination of the first of the levers, global market participation, a 
categorisation of three distinct types of international agency will be introduced. As will be 
demonstrated each of these three groups tends to follow a distinct path with regard to the full 
range of strategic levers and the categorisation wiU be extended into our examination of those 
other levers. 
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G!oba! Market Par!iôpa!ioJ1 
The first lever in the Yip frmne叭'ork ， global market participation, covers 1110re than the name 
initially suggests, it means n1uch n10re than c0 l11peting worldwide. As Yip points out being 
active in lnany countries' does not necessarily n1ean that a firm is behaving globally. lndeed Yip 
also suggests a firn1 lÌInited to operations in a fairly sl11all nun1ber of countries lnay still be 
el11ploying what he tenns a global strategy. The lneaning of 111arket participation as Yip sees it 
is selecting 111arkets to con1pete in based on their ' potential contribution to globalisation benefits 
and to the global cOlnpetitive position ofthe business ' (Yip 1992 p.67) rather than on their stand-
alone attractiveness. Analysing whether a firn1 is n1aking participation decisions on a global 
rather than n1ulti-local basis requires asking such questions as does the firm seek to be in 
strategically in1portant lnarkets? , and does it seek a balance between lnarkets that allow it to 
n1ake effective use of the other globalisation levers? A global strategy with regard to 
participation therefore suggests an integrated approach to choosing which lnarkets to be in and 
which levels of comn1itl11ent to n1ake in each. The first proposition presented above suggested 
that finns would lnake significant use of this lever. 
Based on the interviews conducted it readily becmne apparent that each of the international 
agencies were 111aking participation decisions in this strategic n1anner. Each agency recognised 
that their position and participation in one market strongly influenced the performance of the 
agency in other n1arkets. Choices on which countries to participate in are not based on market 
by n1arket consideration?, Bartle Bogle Hegarty (one of the ‘sn1aller' agencies) for example 
located its third office in Singapore not because it necessarily saw that lnarket as profitable in and 
of itself but because it needed to be able to represent to its global clients that it had some 
understanding of the Asian n1arketplaces. Other exan1ples were given where agencies had 
entered particular n1arkets at the request of a particular client even though they were concerned 
about the profitability and viability of that market on a stand-alone basis. 
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The international networks did strive to find a balance between their revenues and global 
advertising spends 1. Further ‘ n10st of the networks had n1ade SOlne fOrn1 of entrance into the 
strategically in1portant Japanese advertising n1arket (WPP'S acquisition of a stake in Asatsu or 
0 ' Arcy's alliance with Dentsu for example) even though profitability there was not anticipated 
in the short-tenn. The actual use of each lever on an agency by agency basis is presented in 
Appendix 1. 
The need to lneet clients' geographic requirements was universally expressed by all of the 
agencies , however the actual strategic response varied lnarkedly. lndeed across the full spectrun1 
of the globallevers being used by the international agencies the one area of greatest difference 
between then1 can1e with regard to how they lnanaged globallnarket participation (Appendix 1 
illustrates the significant difference in usage ofthïs elen1ent ofthe lever). Each agency claimed 
to be able to provide the worldwide coverage that clients required , however there was a clear 
disagreement regarding how this could and should be achieved. 
On the one hand there were the large global networks which choose to offer full service offices 
in every n1ajor international market (1. Walter Thompson for exan1ple has 255 offices in 88 
countries). These networks argued that a full-service operation in each locallnarket was essential 
in order to meet client needs, suggesting that their strong local office networks lnade it possible 
for clients to be assured that campaigns were being appropriately designed and executed in the 
local marketplaces. . Michael Madel of 1. Wa1ter Thompson put it this way; 
'In order to have a meaningful offer in the market you have to be rooted in a n1arket 
which n1eans you have to under吼叫d the culture, the tradition, the dynamics ofthe market 
because otherwise you cannot advise your client properly' 
Similarly Eddy Stephens of D' Arcy argued that even where global campaigns were created for 
global clients an understanding of local conSUlners was necessary; 
A number of agencies talked about the need for this balance, most obviously Bates which states 
in their annual repo此 that one of the over-riding objectives of the group is to rebuild its position in the 
United States , Michael Coyle summed it up thus ‘You need to be strong in America to be strong 
worldwide' 
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已 Where we have bee11 successful \Vith global Call1paigns.... .there has bee11 a profound 
consumer understanding 111arket by market , There is 110 global consunler, there is a local 
consumer to whom we can express globally but until we can understand the differences 
and sinlilarities locally before we get to global \ve cant go anywhere.......although l110re 
and l110re businesses are nlore and more global and although l110re nlanufacturing 
companies have global brands , there is still a continuing need for someone in a local 
market, be it the clie11t or the agency to continue to evaluate whether the proposition of 
the brand in their market is the relevant 011己，
Opposed to these large networks there were agencies such as M&C Saatchi or Bartle Bogle 
Hegarty which has but three regional centres and a number of smaller less than full service 
international offices. They too argued that they had the capability to support the international 
needs of clients but \vithout the need for offices situated around the \vorld. These agencies 
suggested that through the establishlllent of key centres of excellence they were able to develop 
strong ideas and creative canlpaigns which could be run in a wide range of countries. These 
snlaller agencies tend to use partner agencies in the local markets for 已 distribution' of advertising. 
Moray McLennan of M&C Saatchi for example explained the basis of his firnl' s participation 
strategy; 
'We're a stmt-up agency five years ago , and we pitched for and won the British Airways 
and Qantas business. The formula that we went to theln with was that what they needed 
was to limit the number of countries that actually produce it if you like. A bit like 
talking to any lnanufacturer if you like where they don't have factories in seventy-five 
colintries which leads to high overhead, variable quality and lack of consistency.......you 
don't need to be constructing ads in the country - you need a handling house in the 
country arguably to actually supply, translate. What you don't need is the expensive 
overhead of creative and all the issues that that brings with it because every creative 
person if they are \vorth their salt wants to add s0111ething, change s0111ething and 
therefore the consistency disappears' 
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SiIl1ilarly Si1110n Sherwood of Bartle ~ Bogle Hegarty stated ; 
已 Availability 011 a globallevel is 110t a proble111 , anyone can find an agency net\vork that 
has offices eve1'ywhe1'e OK, what is in short supply is c1'eative thinking and quality of 
ideas. And that's our sta1'ting point. the world doesn't need another advertising network 
it doesn ' t need any agency offices, what it needs a lot 1110re of is big, big, ideas that can 
make b1'ands famous on a globalleve l. That to us seelns to be whe1'e the premiun1 is at 
its highest. So ifyou sta11 with that point ofview, you don't end up building a network, 
you end up concentrating your talent base in those key areas where you can find the 
talent' 
There was then two distinct app1'oaches to this particular elelnent of theιparticipation' lever, 
interesting because it demonstrates that despite facing a sÍlnilar set of global dr心ers individual 
agencies took different strategic responses. On further review ofthe interviews it was found that 
even among the larger international networks there we1'e two distinct participative approaches 
being offered to c1 ients, a distinction based on the degree of integration of local offices into the 
wider network. SOlne ofthe agencies expressed that they offered to c1 ients a tightly co-ordinated 
network stressing the high degree to which worldwide offices worked together. Other agencies 
focussed on the strength within the network of local offices who operated with a high deg1'ee of 
independence ('run at arms length' according to Julian Ingran1 of BBDO) reflecting a much 
‘ looser' forn1 of netVv'ork. 
There are then three organisational fo 1'ms offering essentially different propositions to their c1 ient 
bases. The integrated networks like 1. Walter Thompson, D' Arcy and Ogilvy offered a local 
presence in vi 1'tually all markets combined within a single agency entity. The associated 
networks like BBDO and DDB similarly offered worldwide coverage but with a higher degree 
of local responsiveness based on their localised agencies2. And finally smaller agencies like 
M&C Saatchi 01' Bartle Bogle Hegarty offered services for global clients but co-ordinated fron1 
a smaller nUlnbe1' of offices. Not all agencies fall easily into these categories (Saatchi & Saatchi 
80th Michael 8ray and Julian Ingram referred to their organisations as ‘ federations' , th is may 
be another way to think of this group 
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b巳ing a notable outlier勻 ho\叭\ "ever th巳 genera叫lisat甘ion into these broad groupings does assist i川11  
I anal抄ys討ing t出heindus引trηy. This distinction between the three participative approaches actually was 
seen to deten11ine the agencies use of the other global strategy levers and we will return to this 
, classification of agencies again in exan1ination of those other levers. 
1n atten1pting to understand \vhy different agencies had adopted different strategic approaches 
it is necessary to consider issues beyond the global drivers. In looking at specific agencies it \vas 
clear that the choices they had n1ade regard 叭iere often largely based on their respective 
adn1inistrative heritages (Bartlett and Ghoshal 1991 )4. Those firms that had already established 
a large number of international offices when their clients were operating on a lTIulti-local basis 
(the ‘ integrated net\vorks') have retained their widespread international presence, generally these 
finTIs have gro\vn organically and retain a single strong corporate identity. The n10re recently5 
developed international net\vorks (theιassociated networks') have tended to grow by acquisition 
and for reasons that will be explained later have chosen by and large (\vith the exception of 
Saatchi and Saatchi 雪 itself now acquired by Publicis) to retain their strong local national 
identities. The sn1aller firn1s \vith limited resources , often newly established, sin1ply don 't have 
the capabilities to offer an international network of their own and instead depend on local 
partners for whatever adaptation n1ay be necessary along with media plaCelTIent which still does 
require a significant local presence. 
Yip would suggest that the differences in approach were still consistent with his overall 
framework. He has explicitly recognised that the global drivers were not in themselves 
Saatchi and Saatchi has attempted to build a more integrated network , despite the fact that it 
grew through acquisition. Alan Bishop, Chairman of Saatchi and Saatchi International stated ‘our slogan is 
‘one team , one dream' , we did not want it to be a confederation of independent agencies, 1 mean some agencies 
like it that way - we did not, we wanted it to have great coherence otherwise we could not see what we would 
be offering our globalised clients ifwe ourselves were not offering a globalised point ofview and globalised 
quality standard and globalised commitment to standards of service. So we have to have globalised standards in 
that way.' In most respects Saatchi and Saatchi is closer to the integrated networks than the associated 
newtworks. 
A si ll1 ilar qualitative study ofinternationalisation in the accounting industry by Greenwood el a/ 
si ll1 ilarly found that there were differing strategic responses to si ll1 ilar environmental sti ll1 uli , in this study 
too the reason given for this result was each firnγs administrative heritage. 
8ased 011 the annllal repol1s of these fir ll1s, much of the international expansion of these 
networks has occurred within the past twenty years. 
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detern1inistic ( 1 992 pp.25-26) and Figure 1 demonstrated that the 已 position and resources ofthe 
parent con1pany~ was a 1noderating factor on the adoption of the global levers. As can be seen 
the background of each agency has c1 early influenced the approach to the global participation 
lever each has adopted. 
Designing Global Services 
The second proposition lnade with respect to the expected use of global levers suggested that 
advertising agencies would n1ake lin1ited use of the driver of 已 global services ' . It was proposed 
that as a result of prevailing n1arket drivers that agencies would lÏlnit their use of standardised 
worldwide outputs yet n1ay Ílnplelnent standard working n1ethods or procedures. On analysis of 
the interviews with the agency executives it was clear that agencies were actually n1aking use of 
both these fonns of standardisation. 1t also en1erged that there were c1ear and significant 
differences bet\veen the agencies regarding the usage of each 已 form' of standardisation, 
differences that could be explained with reference to the three-part classification of agencies 
earlier identified. 
Yip states that ‘globally standardised products or "global products" are perhaps the one feature 
most closely identified with global strategy' (1 992 p.85) and further states that ‘cost reduction 
is usually the most important benefit of product standardisation' (ibid pp.17). Although such 
reasoning is easy to understand in the manufacturing context where standardisation can go hand 
in hand with centralisation and with that the attendant econo111ies of scale, the concept requires 
some significant rethought when it is applied to services and the advertising industry in pat1icular 
(Yip doesn ' t 111ention services in this respect apart from a brief 111ention of the standardisation 
pushed by McDonalds). 1ndeed some of the characteristics of services (Sasser e{ al 1992) 
including the inseparability of production and demand and the heterogeneity of service offerings 
lnilitate against service standardisation. 1n a creative industry like advertising where the service 
interaction is highly customised and variation is the source of cOlnpetitive advantage it becomes 
very difficult to see how the service can be standardised at all (Aharoni 1993). 
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Although it is clear that agencies in n1eeting the needs of different clients are unable to provide 
a single ‘advel1ising output' to all of then1 , there are in fact two ways in which we can think of 
standardisation when related to the advertising industry. The first of these is the concept of 
. global advertising\cases where agencies run single global can1paigns for their clients in n1any 
markets vv'orldwide, this can be seen as standardisation of output on a client by client basis. In 
this regard it n1ay be possible to rank agencies along a scale depending on the extent to vvhich 
advertising is run worldwide or locally adapted for each lnarke t. 
Equally important however lnay be not so n1uch the standardisation ofthe final advertising output 
but rather the standardisation of the processes and n1ethods by which the advertising is created. 
Although not universally practised the interviews suggest that this form of standardisation is 
more COlnmOn than standardised 'global advertising' output. 
To take global advertising first , in our study ofthe 111arket drivers it was noted that there are very 
few cases where finns en1ploy truly globally standardised advertising , indeed the few cases where 
this has happened (the British Airways campaign developed by Saatchi and Saatchi in the 1980's 
is often cited as an exmnple) stand as exceptions to the general rule. However it is clear that 
there can be significant differences in the alTIOunt of local adaptation that agencies use in 
different markets with SOlne firms relegating local offices to n1ere translators ofwork sent down 
froln the head office while others encourage a n10re lnulti-local approach with cOlnpletely 
separate can1paigns created and running in different n1arkets. 
Although agencies tend to fall in line with the demands of each client often running global 
campaigns for son1e clients while at the san1e time rUlming highly localised calnpaigns for others 
(Vardar 1992) it is clear that ce11ain agencies do tend to attract certain types of clients that have 
a favouritism for either highly global or highly local can1paigns. In particular the sn1a l1er 
agencies with fewer international offices not surprisingly pron10te their abilities to devise 
effective global can1paigns that work well across n1arkets and which require n1inimal local 
adaptation. As a result they have had great success in attracting ‘global advertisers\Bmile Bogle 
Hegarty for exan1ple handles the accounts ofLevis, Polaroid and lohnnie Walker among others 
while one of M&C Saatchi' s largest international accounts is that of British Airways which it 
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inherited \vhen the firn1 split frOln Saatchi and Saatchi. SÌlnon Sherwood explained their clients ' 
needs and how these differed fron1 the larger networks; 
'We have also found a number of clients who are looking for n10re similarities and n10re 
consistency in their lnessaging as well and they often find that network agencies are the 
worst culprits when they come to putting their hand up and sayingιah ， but that wont 
work here' because the very fact that they have an office in each lnarket lneans they have 
to recognise that each n1arket is different fron1 the next one' 
Ofthe networks, both the integrated entities and the associated networks tend to take on a wider 
range of clients who den1and a lnix ofboth standardised and locally adapted approaches (indeed 
clients change positions on what type of advertising they require , Coca Cola for example has flip-
flopped on this a nun1ber oftin1es in recent years). 1t may be expected that firn1s that insist on 
a higher degree of local responsiveness would migrate to the 已 associated networks' while those 
favouring a higher degree of centralisation prefer to work with the ‘ integrated' networks. 
However this may be an over-simplification and further research or content analysis of 
international advertiselnents from the agencies lnay be needed to confirm this suggestion. 
Speaking of the approach of BBDO however (one of the associated networks) , Julian Ingram 
noted that organisations' position on global advertising; 
已Now multi-national clients a1'e coming to and 1'eviewing thei1' agencies and no longer 
need fo 1' a va1'iety ofreasons, technology being one ofthen1, changing consume1' changing 
habits, consume1' fragn1entation , media fraglnentation being another, they no longer need 
a process systen1 driven network to manage unifonnity. That was a product of the 
eighties and the seventies. What they need is a network that understands when global or 
regional is right , but also understands when it is wrong' 
1n terms of the second fonn of 已 global services' , using standardised approaches and 
methodologies , there are clear signs that agencies do differ with regard to the extent that they 
make use ofthis elen1ent ofthe lever. While agencies did seeln concerned to avoid suggestions 
that working methods were pushed down from above or that such 1'equirements would stifle 
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creativity or tlexibility at the locallevel there \\"as a general consensus that the advent of global 
clients and the greater degree of sharing of 叭'o 1'k between inte 1'national offices (see section on 
‘location of activities' 1ever) required that consistent n1ethods \vere used. A nlllnber of tin1es 
lnanagers ta1ked about the need to ensure that a11 en1p1oyees within the agency 已 spoke the san1e 
language' or had a shared con1n10n understanding ofho 'vv cmnpaigns shou1d be created and run. 
The reasons given for greater concern over con1n10n working methods can also be traced back 
to the needs of globa1 customers. Yip had suggested that ' having globa1 custolners drives a 
business toward deve10ping globa11y standardised products' (1 992 p.38) or that 已 offering
standardised products can be a necessity for serving globa1 customerγ (ibid p.40). However it 
is clear that in the advertising industry even though they n1ay not be 100king for a standard 
product in the conventiona1 sense (that it is the san1e output in every market) what they are 
100king for is an international consistency in quality of output and re-assurances as to how their 
agencies are operating in internationa1 n1arkets. They thus delnand that there are sin1ila1' 
procedures and operating n1ethods in use in each international office and indeed the agencies 
ability to convince globa1 clients that constant standards are being en1p1oyed and that consistent 
control systems are in p1ace can be a significant pm1 of bidding for any globa1 account. 
The agencies varied in how consistent standards were lnaintained and the degree of formality 
that was invo1ved in this activity. Although a11 agencies recognised the need to ensure globa1 
standards and all ta1ked to a greater or lesser extent about standardisation of methodo1ogies, in 
practice the way in which this was imp1elnented varied widely. A1n10st all of the agencies 
interviewed stated that they had their own n1eans of working, their own n1ethods and often their 
own set of advertising 已 too1s' particu1ar to their agencies, which they used in all internationa1 
offices. However on further exalnination it becan1e clear that while the usage of standard 
n1ethods was required in son1e of the agencies , it was seen to be optiona1 in others. Lione1 
Godfrey of Ogi1vy and Mather for examp1e comn1ented on the con1n10n n1ethodo1ogies used in 
his agency cOlnpared to son1e of the other networks; 
已 We all k110 \7ý \vhat we stand for, we all know the principles ofhow to do business , what 
we are trying to achieve and how we are trying to achieve it. And that gives us much 
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more of a feeling of all being part ofthe Sal11e fan1ily then when you are a network that 
has been built up principally by acquisition with no COn1n10n philosophy or bond linking 
all the offices around the world . 1 n1ean 1 travel the world enonnously for Ogilvy and 
when you \valk in an Ogilvy office anywhere in the world the people talk about 
advertising in the san1e \vay, they use the same language , they use the SaIne proprietary 
techniques and yeah you just plug yourself in and away you go. You don ' t have to 
explain to thenl what you are talking about when you talk about brand stewardship and 
brand audits and this or that because they have all been trained in the san1e way. And as 
1 say 1 think it is a great conlpetitive advantage , people like IBM want us all around the 
world because they know they are getting the SaIne thing. ' 
Michael Coyle noted the requirelnent that similar n1ethods were used at Bates ; 
' On lnu1tinational c1 ients, we do insist, so that the central client whenever he visits the 
agency, a brand wheel can be put up which encompasses what that brand is in that 
particular market ' 
However other managers in the associated networks such as Julian Ingram ofBBDO for example 
noted that although they had proprietary techniques available individual country lnanagers were 
able to use those tec1uliques on a ‘ take it or leave 泣 ， basis depending on the country lnanagers 
perception of whether or not it was appropriate in any particular case. 
Rather than enforcing use of prescribed working nlethods it was found that SOlne ofthe agencies 
were consciously not requiring that standardised lnethods be used to create work but instead 
relied more on what can be termed output controls. One way these controls worked was for 
frequent meetings of senior creative staff frOln international offices where each displayed the 
work from his or her own region for the comlnent and scrutiny of others. Alternatively it was 
sometimes left up to comlnents from either the c1 ient or the global account director to be fed back 
up the chain before notice ofunacceptable quality standards from a particular international office 
were accounted fo r. The decision not to enforce standardised methods was seen as allowing for 
a greater degree of f1 exibility on the part of the creative staff. 
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1n detennining which agencies tended to rely on a higher degree of standardised n1ethods and 
approaches one again needs to bear in n1ind the caveat that agencies tended to fo11o\ \1 the 
delnands of clients and while they lnay work in one way on a particular account they n1ay work 
in a completely different n1a1U1er on cmnpaigns for other clients. Ho\vever, having said that雪 one
can 'make a nun1ber of generalisations in this regard , again referring to the three categories of 
intemational agency previously identified. Firstly it was very clear that the integrated networks 
were the n1句 or proponents of standardised \\'orking n1ethods, they each had their proprietary set 
of tools and each invested heavily in training so that staff around the world were fan1iliar with 
' how things were done ' within that particular organisation. On the other hand the associated 
networks were much less c10sely aligned in tern1S of the degree of standardisation of lnethods 
that was expected, these finns depended n1uch lnore on output contro1s as the primarγguarantee 
of quality and were the n10st re1uctant to proscribe ways ofworking to the various agencies which 
made up their internationa1 network. 6 Finally in the case of the sn1aller agencies with 1irnited 
international offices the degree of standardisation in working n1ethods was sOlnewhat lnore 
difficult to ascertain , they tended to focus on cu1tural contro1 suggesting that offices in different 
countries natura11y had the san1e ways of working and sin1ilar (high) standards. This n1ay be due 
to the small size of the agencies which lneans that forn1a1 contro1s are less necessary than in a 
widespread network. 
Before leaving the topic of service standardisation, it is \vorthwhile to note that the motivations 
behind such strategies for the advertising agencies and the expected benefits to be gained are 
clearly quite different fron1 those in manufacturing and as normally stated in the globalisation 
literature. Although it is undeniable that in the search for consistency some standardisation 
occurs, it is clear that cost reduction is not the motivation for the advertising agencies. Rather 
the n10tivation is to in1prove overall service qua1ity and to take advantage of the best practices 
existing within the organisation. Whereas in the existing literature on standardisation the focus 
has always been on standardising for the purpose ofreducing overall unit cost and standardisation 
is often seen as a sacrifice (of 10cal responsiveness) that n1ust be n1ade in order to bring down 
Julian Ingram of BBDO stated ‘The fact ofthe matter is if you put the systems and processes in 
place then you don 't get creative work. You look at the creative output of McCann 's who service their 
c1 ients wonderfully , a good agency for the types of clients at McCann 's they are absolutely fìne but they 
have to accept his trade-off of having everything done nicely and having all these systems and processes 
in place and the trade-off for that comfort factor is they haven 't got vvork that 's as creative as it could be. 
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costs, the smne process or logic is not at work in the advertising industry. Reducing variability 
and ensuring consistency is 170f intended to reduce costs and does not obviate the necessity to act 
in a locally responsive lnanner. lndeed , in lnany cases such efforts to in1plelnent global standards 
actually increase costs for the advertising agencies as they are required to layer a global structure 
and the accompanying control systen1s and n1ethods over an existing and relnaining widespread 
international networl 
Appendix 3 provides a diagrmnlnatic representation of the use of the ' global services ' lever by 
the international agencies. F or the purposes of this diagraln the lever has been split into its two 
components of 已 global advertising ' referring to output and ‘COn11TIOn working n1ethods' refening 
to the degree \vhich offices within the agency worked in the san1e manner. 
Global Location 01 Activities 
Within the Yip fran1ework , globallocation of activities refers toιdeploying one integrated, but 
globally dispersed , value chain or network that serves the entire worldwide business rather than 
the separate country value chains or one hOlne-based value chain' (Yip 1992, p.1 04). ln simpler 
terms this has been equated with centralisation where within a n1anufacturing setting for 
example, a global firm 111ay decide to centralise all production in one location and all R&D in 
another rather than replicating these activities in each country \vhere it does business. Again in 
the advertising indust句， being in the service sector, the concept of globallocation of activities 
differs slightly as the opportunities for centralisation of activities may be seen as more limited 
due to the location-bound nature of this and other professional services (Boddewyn et a11986, 
Roberts 1999). 吼叫1en analysing the expected use ofthis lever by the international agencies our 
third proposition suggested that there would be a very lÎlnited use of this lever. 
Once again there are a number of ways in which we can consider the use of this particular lever 
with regard to the advertising industry. Firstly if one considers the industry in the simplest sense 
of the degree of centralisation of activities , it is apparent that 1110St of the international agencies 
are still verγll1uch at the n1ulti-local end ofthe spectrun1 in this regard. For both the integrated 
and associated networks each national office operates as a full-service agency and all activities 
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,1 are conducted on a local basi s. Traditionall y the international offices have been fairl y 
independent and it has often only been financial controls and financial reporting that linked 
national agencies to the head offices. The reasons for this continued 111ulti-local approach has 
already been touched upon and that is the need for international offices to be able to work 
together with local clients. Even in the 1110St international of agencies , local clients tend to 
account for the majority of the business generated in any one office and therefore it is seen as 
necessary to retain a full-service capability in each lnarket. Countrγoffice lnanagers would be 
very reluctant to give up any agency activity to a centralised function located elsewhere as it was 
perceived that this n1ay cause great inconvenience to local clients. The industrγ ' s sOlnevJhat 
lackadaisical approach to costs also lin1its the sti111Ulus to centralise activities for the purpose of 
attal111ng cost savlngS. 
Despite this there were son1e exalnples in a lin1ited number of agencies where there had been 
some centralisation of ‘higher value chain activities ' such as finance , inforn1ation technology etc. 
There were also isolated exan1ples where SOlne agencies had moved further to the global end of 
the scale and had started to centralise some creative work with ιcentres of excellence' located in 
one office that specialised in creating advertisements for a particular industrγsector for example. 
Unsurprisingly it was the integrated networks that showed the greatest degree of centralisation 
of activities while the associated networks had very little. 
Taking a broader reading ofthis lever (and moving beyond Y旬 's definition ofthe term) there is 
another somewhat n10re co_n1plex fonn of ‘globallocation of activities ' that does have significant 
relevance to the advertising industry. This relates not so much to the configuration of activities 
but rather their co-ordination (Porter 1986). There clearly has been an integration ofvalue chain 
activities in the advertising industry with offices in many countries now working together on 
various projects and cmnpaigns even though activities have not been centralised in any one 
location. In recent years in the advertising industry there has been very significant increases in 
the co-ordination of activities in the fonn of sharing of information, cross-national co-operation 
on tasks and a genuine networking of the advertising agencies. This indeed is where the real 
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advances in global integration ofthe adv巳rtising agencies are occun叫I
of deeper consideration 7. 
Prompted by the globalisation of the client base and custon1erS ' desire for SOn1e degree of 
consistency between their advertising in different nations the advertising agencies have been 
forced to develop internal systen1S \vhereby such global consistency can be achieved without the 
sacrificing of national responsiveness. What this has resulted in are rather complex infon11ation , 
con1n1unication and 111anagel11ent systems which a110w for n1any national offices to be actively 
involved in the creation of global campaigns. Agency staff around the world get to play a 
participatory role in a11 stages of cmnpaign developn1ent rather than being mere ÏJnple111entors 
and translators of campaigns developed in the head office. Of course this is not unique to the 
advertising agencies , the building of networked organisations and the 已 leveraging of inte11ect' 
(Quinn et al 1996) has beco111e a requirelnent for a11 knowledge based organisations (Stewart 
1997). However given the peculiar need for both an integrated approach to clients 111arketing 
needs together \vith the local presence and understanding that is de111anded by the client base, the 
need to make this work in advertising is probably as strong as in any other indμstry. 
The primary mechanis111 to a110w such networks and systelns to work may be the Global Account 
Management teams who travel frequen t1y around the world (or at least their region) keeping a11 
parties in touch with one a11other. Most ofthe large agencies sti11 run a matrix structure with the 
lTIanagement of global accounts laid over the operational and creative staffthat reside i11 the local 
offices. 
To return to our classification ofthe differing types of age11cy it was possible to note that both 
the smaller international agencies and the 已 integrated networks' were lTIuch further advanced in 
terms of developlnent of these co-ordinating mechanis111s tha11 were the other form of agency, 
the associated networks (see Appendix 3). Eddy Stephens talked about the role of the Global 
Account Managers at D' Arcy; 
Yip does discuss co-ordination methods and tools in some detail (1992: pp.193-203), but does 
so in the context of enabling the implementation of global strategy rather than as a lever of global strategy 
itsel f. Primarily Yip refers to management processes and how existing strategies can be controlled and 
integrated. The argument presented here suggests that such management processes are equivalent to a 
lever that firms can choose to use or not in ‘producing' in a internationally integrated manner 
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已 The n10st successful global organisations assign one person to be responsible for the 
brand globally and that person is n10re than the guardian or the custodian型 he 1'ep1'esents 
the brands opportunity within the o1'ganisation and accordingly he or she has to be able 
to tell òther people within the tean1 where to find the inforn1ation and hand in hand with 
a centrally organised database 01' an available database is sOl11ebody \vho can help , guide ~ 
inspi1'e , possess the knowledge and 1 think the organisational issue is critically in1portant 
in this. It isn~t enough n1erely to have the infon11ation , one has to have the brand leader~ 
the brand chan1pion if you like to 111anage it.' 
1n order to build these integrated systen1s n1uch attention has been focussed on the use of 
advanced inforn1ation technology and in particular the use of intranets where each international 
office has access to all agency inforn1ation on a particular client and can access exan1ples ofwork 
created for that client in other markets , analyse n1arket research data on the success of a particular 
approach as well as vvork together \vith other national offices on a global or regional can1paign. 
lndeed the developn1ent of such technologies has greatly enhanced the co-ordination of office 
activity and the further investn1ent in and developn1ent ofthese systel11s is at the forefront ofthe 
international agencies strategies going forwa1'd. However perhaps n10re important has been the 
development ofthe hun1an systems which have allowed forthe co-ordination ofwor丸 integration
of effort and joint developl11ent of campaigns on an international basis. Michael Madel of 1. 
Walter Thompson discussed how technology and human systen1s were developing to allow 
greater integration of the firn1s knowledge base; 
‘It will allow us to g1'oup people together to work on a given project for a certain period 
oftime through the 111eans oftechnology, because 1 111ean to f1y SOl11eone fron1 Shanghai 
to London to \vork there for a few days is probably difficult because they have other 
obligations , they have to say fine on this project 1 can group these three people together 
and on this project you work through technology work together and hopefully you will 
have resu1ts that reflect a n10re international viewpoint, what we are talking about is not 
exporting a piece of copy but truly creating international advertising and you can only 
create that the n10re input you get into the group that 01站inates the better the work will 
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be and the InOre lneaningful it will be and the ultimate is that you will have three or four 
people representing different pa口s of the world really \vorking together without sort of 
f1ying them all across the globe and putting theln in a rooln somewhere.....' 
Although potentially fraught with con f1 ict (which indeed existed when cOlnpleted can1paigns 
were sent down frOln head office for local adaptation) agencies have sought to lnanage the 
process in a manner which ensures a n1aximun1 of co-operation, this has been done through the 
design of appropriate reward systems, attention to principles of procedural justice8 and the 
occasional rotation of lead office responsibilities for certain global accounts. Alan Bishop of 
Saatchi & Saatchi explained how such systems worked to lninimise con f1 ict; 
已 But if you work correctly and if all those that have a stake in it have the opportunity to 
contribute their ideas - so if everybody has had the opportunity to say what they want and 
then they have the opportunity to lnake the decision as to what runs and then they have 
the opportunity to execute that anyway, you don ' t get so n1uch of a problem' 
Clearly the managen1ent of this forn1 of organisation needs to be radically different fron1 the 
traditional lnultinational structure, again when Alan Bishop was asked whether systen1s and 
decisions 'vvithin Saatchi' s were n1ade on a top-down basis and passed along to subsidiaries he 
responded; 
已取Te don't have a top to go down and we don ' t have subsidiaries, you know it is the other 
wayaround' 
In concluding this section on the use ofthe ‘globallocation' lever, as was noted with the ‘global 
services' lever, it is important to recognise that the motivation for use of this particular strategy 
is clearly Ïlnprovements in service quality rather than the achieven1ent of any cost savings. 
Whereas in many manufacturing businesses centralisation of activities is a Ïlned at reducing 
duplication and gaining economies of scale, the use of this lever by the advertising agencies in 
See Banerjee (1994) for a fuller account ofhow global accounts are managed within agencies and 
how principles of procedural justice are applied in the agency context. 
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tern1s of increased con1n1unicati on and co-ordination brings fe\v if any savings and probabl y in 
the vast majority of cases increases the cost of the firn1 as opposed to working in a tr叫y n1ulti-
local manner9 . The n10ti vation for the advertising agencies of integrating val ue chains in the way 
that has been described is quite different - it allows for the agencies to get a truly global 
perspective along with ongoing local feedback during the creation of can1paigns and further 
allows for the best hun1an resources within the organisation to be involved in any project 
regardless of their location. 
As with ‘global services ' ，毛 location of activities ~ needs to be separated into the two components 
identified above. In Appendix 3 the agencies are initially ranked with regard to the extent that 
they have actually centralised value chain activities. Secondly they are ranked with regard to the 
extent that they have co-ordinated and integrated such activities on a world-wide basis. 
Creating G!oba! A1arketing 
已 A worldwide business uses global marketing when it takes the san1e or similar approach or 
content for one or lnore elements of the marketing lnix, that is the same or similar brand names , 
advertising and so on in different countries' (Yip , 1992 p.135). This section discusses the extent 
to which the agencies lnarket thelnselves globally and in particular whether they take a global or 
multi-local approach to their own brand names , their advertising and their selling efforts . Based 
on analysis of the global dr廿ers our fourth proposition expected that agencies would make 
significant use ofthis leyer although in common with most services it was expected that ‘below-
the-line' lnarketing would continue to be co-ordinated at the locallevel. 
The use of a single COlnn10n brand name by advertising agencies worldwide wasnot as COlnlnon 
a practice as had been expected. Although there are a nUlnber of established ‘brands' in the 
industry, even the longest established international networks cOlnn1ented that a local appellation 
would be used in international markets (often in conjunction with the international network 
This point was backed up by Professor Paul Michel who stated ‘1 wouldn't be surprised if 
globalisation increased costs rather than reduced them , there are very few if any , other than banking, 
international service businesses where they save any money through globalisation' 
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name) if it was \varranted in the particular circumstances. Lionel Godfrey of Ogilvy and Mather 
stated; 
已 S Olnetin1es ifthe nan1e is very strong, like in Spain our pminer for years has been Pasat, 
Louis Pasat and it' s the second largest agency in Spain and h己 ' s one ofthe n10st fan10us 
men in Spain so it would be foolish not to use his name , so in Spain we are known as 
Pas仗， Ogilvy and Mather and we will keep that going because there is a strong advantage 
to doing so' 
1f this was the case alnong the integrated networks it is very lnuch n10re so in the case of the 
associated networks. 1n these firms the local brand nan1es are frequently exceedingly strong in 
the local markets and the name ofthe international network may be relatively ur註mown to 1110St 
of the custon1ers who buy on a local basis. Perhaps the c1earest eXalnple of this is the BBDO 
network which only exists in the U.K. in the form of its acquisition of the fan1ed Abbot Mead 
Vickers agency - widely regarded as one of the finest creative houses in the world. Julian 
1ngram of BBDO explained the branding philosophy and c1 ient n1anagelnent approach in this 
case; 
‘The brand BBDO in the U.K. , in its advertising is AMV/BBDO , the brand BBDO in 
France, its advertising is CLM/BBDO etc etc etcetera. So we don't have here , there is 
no BBDO entity. This is a co-ordination and management centre - it doesn't manage 
c1 ients at al l...... B~cause our strength, that would deny our strength. Because our 
strength isn't here - our strength is in those agencies that have built up a dominant 
position and attracted high quality staff..' 
Of all the agencies approached only one , Saatchi & Saatcl吐， insisted that all international offices 
operate under the single parent brand name in all lnarkets. Alan Bishop con1mented on the 
branding strategies of the other agencies; 
已 you know this is absolutely nuts and just self-justifying. 1f any of their c1 ients came to 
them you know, ifPepsi came to them and said 'hey we think it' s a really good idea ifwe 
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call Pepsi different things in different countries - \vhat do you think guys?' BBDO-
Pepsi client , do you think they \voltld say \ ve think this is a great idea chaps ' COnle 
on!!! ' 
In tenns of adVeliising, it is paradoxical that fe叭- agencies actually engage in lnuch advertising 
of their own services. In fact despite asking each of the agencies visited few had any 
recollections of recent ‘house can1paigns\ 可lhere advertising was done in local1uarkets there 
was a general expectation that these would n1ake use of the agency sty le , colours etc but would 
not necessarily be required to be passed back for head office approva1. 
Being a professional service, lnost of the 111arketing of advertising agencies naturally occurred 
through direct selling based on face to face contact between the agency and the client. It is 
indeed in this aspect of operations that the dual nature of 111any of the agencies can be fully 
understood as the standard operating practice in the industry is to separate the sales function for 
global clients (as previously noted these accounts are often managed separately also) from the 
sales activities of the local agencies which concentrated on local business. Agencies tended to 
'lnirror' their clients and often organised their sales functions in as many different configurations 
as they had clients. If one client preferred to buy globally and run the business from one location 
then the agency would go along with that and situate one global account lnanager directly beside 
|卡t由忱扣叫he恥盯cli叫 O山 O叫叫
account people wo叮r>king on t由ha前t one account int紀erna剖圳t刮ionally. Indeed across the range of global 
levers, this willingness to aqapt sales activities to the organisation of clients was the one constant 
an10ngst all ofthe agencies surveyed. Lionel Godfrey further explained how Ogilvy & Mather 
adapted practices to different client needs: 
'Sometimes they operate a different way by brand, Unilever is another good exmnple, the 
hOlne and personal care side of Unilever which is things like Pond's and Dove that 
division ofUnilever runs on a much lnOre global basis than the foods business , the foods 
business at Unilever has traditionally been much n10re localised , less centralised because 
the brands have not been global or even regional brands they have been local brands. So , 
there's a brand in Gern1any called Latte which is a 111argarine, there is a si111ilar but not 
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identical brand in 8elgium called Effy which are not marketed the san1e way. Theyare 
in the san1e overall category and occasional力. they exchange knowledge and learning but 
there is local autonon1Y in the way that those brands are run.. . within Unilever there are 
variations brand by brand in terms of how centra1ised or decentralised and across our 
spectrun1 of clients there vvill be variations in ho\v we do it but it is a1ways dr心en by how 
the clients then1se1ves are organised. \\1hat we cannot do is if the client is very 
centralised we cannot a110w a 10t of 10ca1 autonon1y, because that is a recipe for disaster 
and vice versa, because if the client a110ws a 10t of 10ca1 autonOlny we cannot go in fron1 
the centre and say 已 you n1ust do it this way , we delnand it ' because our 10cal client says 
1ets do it this way and he has got autonon1y. So you have to be very sensitive to how each 
of the clients is doing it and how each of the brands is being run and then structure and 
tai1or-make your own organisation for the handling of that client to lnirror what he is 
doing. ' 
1t is obvious1y difficu1t to characterise this approach to sa1es as being either global or lTIu1ti-1oca1 , 
the agency practices whatever format is necessary to match with the client. As agencies were 
willing to sell to clients on a globa1 basis and indeed often 10cated offices close to where such 
spending decisions were n1ade then it lnay be suggested that they a1'e indeed marketing globally. 
On the othe1' hand the vast 111ajo1'ity of sa1es (to either 10ca1 or mu1ti-nationa1 clients) were made 
on a 10cal basis. As a resu1t it wou1d be il1correct to assess these activities as being carried out 
on either a globa1 or lnu1ti-1oca1 basis , Appendix 3 notes fo 1' this C0111pOnel1t of the ιgloba1 
lTIa1'keting' lever that actua1 practice was client-dependent. 
The nature of 111arketing in this sector lneant that there were few significant differences to be 
d1'awn between the agencies with the exception ofthe differing attitudes to brand names a1ready 
lTIentioned. However the fact remains that in the advertising industry 111arketing and promotion 
tends to be towards the mu1ti-local rather than the global end of the scale. Prima facie other 
service industries including other professional services such as accounting or consu1ting seem 
to be closer to the globa1 end of the sca1e than advertising. 
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This li111ited usage ofthe global 111arketing lever runs counter to our fourth proposition based on 
the global drivers and needs son1e further explanation. Clear1y the unexpected usage ofthis le\'er 
has lna戶r implications for the usage of the Yip framework. 1t lnay be .as Alan Bishop said that 
the other agencies simply have got it wrong and are clinging to an outmoded form of operation. 
lt lnay be that they haven ' t sufficiently recognised the drivers of the industry and have not 
adjusted their international strategies accordingly. On the other hand one 111ay n1ake the argU111ent 
that our assessment of the globalisation drivers was incorrect, perhaps for exarnple the 
Ílnportance of local customers was underest Îlnated. Unfortunately within the lin1itations of the 
Yip fran1ework the gap between the expected use of the lever and actual use cannot be 
satisfactorily explained. 1f the first argun1ent is accepted , that the agencies have got it wrong, 
then this very n1uch limits the use ofthe frarnework as a predictive model (though not necessarily 
as a prescriptive one). Alternatively if it is suggested that the drivers were incorrectly analysed 
and needed to be re-assessed then this could quite easily be written off as ex post rationalisation. 
Global Competitive Moves 
Study of the use of cOlnpetitive levers has been pioneered by Hamel and Prahalad (1985) and 
Sumantra Ghoshal (1987). 1n SUlnn1ary use of this lever suggests that strategic moves may be 
taken that appear sub-opt Îlnal within a particular market context although such actions may be 
beneficial to the overall global position of the group. Yip (1992 p.167) states that it is 'the most 
difficult of the five levers to use, because its consequences are less directly visible than globally 
standardised products or globally uniform marketing'. After studying the global drivers our fifth 
and final proposition suggested that agencies may make lin1ited use of global competitive lnoves. 
After analysis ofthe agency interviews there was indeed lÎlnited evidence that such competitive 
moves were being n1ade. 
Yip ' s focus and that ofprevious literature has been on the use of global c0111petitive lnoves as a 
means of building advantage in international lnarkets through use of such methods as cross-
subsidisation, counter-parrying, targeting global c0111petitors and co-ordinating sets of global 
moves
lO
• 1n advertising however such moves were not taken , firstly because cutting prices in 
10 See Yip (1992) chapter 7 for a fuller discussion of each of these points. 
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any market was not seen as the optin1al way to achieve growth 11 and secondly because there is 
not the sanle concerns over (or benefits to be gained fron1) building l11arket share l2 . Conflict 
issues which lin1it any one agency to handling only one custon1er from each product category in 
any one l11arket l11ilitates against the ability for a single agency to dOl11inate in ten11s of 111arket 
share in any case (further the advertising industry is very fragn1ented). Therefore many of the 
classic global cOl11petitive n10ves becolne n100t when related to the advertising industry. 1n terms 
ofthe three-way classification of advertising agencies identified earlier there were no significant 
differences to report with regard to this lever. 
Where there was cross-subsidisation in this industry was occasionally within a particular client 
account where profits booked from the client in one country were used to support a loss-making 
position for the agency with that particular client in another country. However this was not 
altogether COl11111on and whether such cases were inspired by a strategic desire to attract clients 
rather than an operational requirement caused by differing volunles ofwork in different locations 
is open to question. 1n any case each agency repol1ed that each of their international offices 
needed to be self-supporting and subsidisation of any office would not continue beyond an initial 
start-up period. 
Even where 'competitive drivers' pushed agencies to widen their own worldwide networks in 
order to retain c1ients this was often seen as a ιdefensive' rather then ‘offensive' form of 
competitive strategy. As already discussed the need to keep up with competitors has required 
agencies to 111aintain an)nternational presence and to organise their sales and n1arketing staffto 
co-ordinate with the international structures of their c1 ients, however these actions more clearly 
fit under the levers of ‘global participation' and 'globall11arketing' respectively more than they 
are global strategic moves. 
11 Alan Bishüp, Chainnan of Saatchi and Saatchi International , put it this way ‘we obviously 
want to grow the agency but we want to grow it profitability and we don't do it by you know...its suicidal for us 
to do that by undercutting financially and actually its self-defeating as well - i f 1 say to you ‘give us your 
business because we are cheaper\that's not very compelling' 
12 As in other service industries studied , market share was not seen as a priority. Firstly unlike 
in manufacturing where share led to scale which led to economies , the same link between scale and economies 
did not exist in services. Secondly working in a fragmented market adding points of market share would never 
lead to market dominance and the competitive advantage that went along with that. 
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I[n analysing cOlnpetitive moves by the agencies one nlay COlnn1ent on the strategic choice ofthe 
large international net\vorks to diversify into other areas of nlarketing con1n1unications (Tilbian 
c: { al 1999), this allo\vs theln to lock clients in to a convenient one-stop shop for all their 
marketing requirements. Although such diversification by the agencies has occurred on a 
worldwide basis and n1ay help the overall position of the international network it could just as 
surely be used by a purely domestic agency. Therefore it would be hard to classify as a global 
con1petitive n10ve in the sense that Y旬's fran1ework suggests. The one case that was put forward 
as a possible n1anifestation ofthis practice was where an agency would forego a particular local 
client (say the Fiat account in France) in order to take on a larger global or regional account (say 
Ford in Europe) this clearly fits the description of acting sub-optin1ally locally for a globally 
better position. Ho\\"ever the fact that the n10ve is not cOlnpetitor-directed again raises the 
question of whether it fits neatly into this category 
It lnay be that this lever of con1petitive n10ves is sin1ply not that applicable in the advertising 
industry. When nlany ofthe agencies were queried about possible cross-subsidisation, building 
market share and globally co-ordinated competitive n10ves , the response was often one of 
bev/ilderment and confusion. One of the few interviewees who understood the concept was 
Lionel Godfrey of Ogilvy & Mather who cOlnmented; 
‘1 think that individual market shares in the agency business are not sufficiently large. 
You knovv it is not like Unilever fighting Proctor and GaInble where it is virtually a 
duopoly. There ar己 a number of international agencies in any lnarket and it is unlikely 
that any one agency is going to be so big that it needs to be attacked in that w旬， you 
know by and large everyone has their own business to run. Y ou know 1 am an economist 
by training and so 1 understand what you are driving at.......[but] our business is so 
fraglnented . 1 n1ean it is not necessarily fragmented ifyou look at holding cOlnpanies but 
ifyou look at individual agencies it is and it is unlikely therefore that you are going to get 
that sort of directed behaviour going on.' 
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SUMMARY OF THE USE OF GLOBAL LEVERS 
Testing 01 the }Îve initial propositions 
The examination of the use of the global levers was based on an analysis which suggested that 
已 111arket drivers' were the prinlary force pushing globalisation in the industry. However those 
drivers were complex in that although son1e clients were buying on an integrated basis 
worldwide 1'equiring an integrated response by agencies the1'e were still a large numbe1' of local 
and multi-national clients who bought on a local basis. Even global clients required that their 
agencies, while serving then1 on an integrated basis worldwide, still retained a strong local 
presence and local capability. This created a situation where the international agencies faced 
simultaneous pressures to act in both a 已 global' and a 已 111ulti-local' manner. The above analysis 
has demonstrated how the agencies have used the glo bal levers in order to respond to these 
con f1 icting delllands. 
Firstly with regard to global market pat1icipation agencies are finding that although sOll1e clients 
may be pulling their own marketing activities out of 'secondary markets' and centralising 
decision-making in one location, the agencies nonnally do not have this option and are required 
to be active in all n1arkets in order to service global clients fully. Thus the first proposition fo 1' 
this study was generally supported. 
1n dete1'mining the degree of ‘standardised services' in the advertising industry there are clear 
demands to minÏIllise standardisation in some areas while increasing it in othe1's. For exan1ple 
the international agency will be expected to present a consistent (standard) brand identity for the 
client in all international markets but will also be expected to provide specialised country specific 
knowledge that can be incorporated into final ‘ localised' catnpaign. On the one hand agencies are 
experiencing a den1and for greater standards of consistency between international offices with 
regard to the expected quality of service they provide, on the other there is a dellland for greater 
specialisation, indeed custolllisation, at the office level with clients/customers delllanding a 
service that n1ay require specialised knowledge of the local enviro l11nent. This presents a more 
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con1plex picture than proposition t\\-'o originally suggested , however the findings largely support 
the proposition as presented. 
There is little in the way of centralisation of activities in the advertising industry supporting the 
third proposition. This is due to the need to lnaintain full service operations in each national 
location. However there has been signifìcant developn1ents in the co-ordination of agency 
activities on an international basis. This is being accOlnplished through increased integration of 
firn1s control systelns , in1plementation of global training programn1es and the sharing of 
worldwide best practices; it is further being lnet through the creation of international centres of 
excellence, intra-firm international transfers of personnel and increasingly the use of integrated 
, corporate data systen1s to facilitate the collection, disselnination and application of the finns 
acquired knowledge base. Indeed the most significant challenge for advertising agencies in the 
years ahead wi lI be the n1anagen1ent ofthese systen1s and the ability to leverage the knowledge 
and intellect of the international organisation. 
Increasingly with regard to their own marketing agencies are organising their sales activities to 
fit in with the global structures oftheir c1 ients while again retaining a high degree oflocalisation 
with a local sales operation running in each market and often the maintenance oflocal rath巳rthan
global brand nmnes. Thus the fourth proposition was not supported by the findings from the 
study. 
Finally in terms of con1petitive n10ves , there was very litt1e evidence that any of the agencies 
were engaging in this type of behaviour. Thus the fifth and final proposition was supported. 
Use ollevers by categories 01 agency 
Within these broad industry responses , the analysis presented above has suggested that there are 
several differing strategic approaches available to the international agency facing this 
con1bination ofboth global and local requiren1ents. Three distinct groups of agencies have been 
identified each of which n1akes use of a different configuration of the global strategic levers雪 this
has been sumlnarised in Appendix 3. This diagram is based on a sÌlnilar analytical tool first 
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presented by Yip which ranks companies along the multi-Iocal - global continuun1 for each ofthe 
strategic levers. 1n line with the above discussion a nUlnber of an1endn1ents have been n1ade to 
the initial format of this diagran1 , specifically the drivers of 已 global participation' 已 global
services' ,‘global marketing' and 'global location of activities ' have been b1'oken down and 
additional dünensions ofthese levers have been added. For each lever rather than illustrating a 
single industry position along the scale an effort has been n1ade to situate the three categories of 
agency with regard to thei 1' particular usage of each of the levers. 
Although not every agency fits easily into any one of the th1'ee categories what this diagran1 
indicates is that there are differing possible approaches and responses to the san1eιglobalisation ' 
pressures. As has been previously mentioned the 1'easons for the altemative strategic stances are 
often based on the adn1inistrative heritage and resource capabilities of the respective agencies. 
The smaller agencies operate in fewer countries and with a higher deg1'ee of standardisation 型 the
long-established netwo1'ks 1'etain thei 1' global presence and capability for local adaptation. 
Examination of this analytical tool may encou1'age sOlne to C0111pa1'e the 已 strategic groups' in 
order to try and rank the111 with regard to which is either the 已 lnost' or ‘ least' global. No such 
attempt has been made here as such a ranking misses the point, all the firms are 已 global ' in that 
their strategy is integrated across national borders , however the configurations of how this is 
being done varies between the agencies. 
One interesting viewpoint on the different approaches as 1'ep1'esented in the diagrmn is to conside1' 
that these varying configurations oflevers do not necessarily suggest that the diffe1'ent groups are 
responding to the salne environn1ental pressure in different ways. Rather one may suggest that 
each group is behaving in a way consistent with the environlnent presented by their particular 
clients, the integrated agencies service a lot ofmulti-Iocal clients fo 1' example who demand local 
responsiveness, the slnaller agencies service many global clients seeking global advertising. It 
lnay be that rather than having a single industry envi 1'onlnent there are in fact several ‘ industry 
sectors' based on a classification of client type and that therefore the strategies being followed 
by each agency group is consistent with the particular requiren1ents ofthei1' client base, this idea 
was exp1'essed by Sin10n Sherwood of Bartle Bogle Hegarty: 
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已 1 don't think there is any 1'ight 01' \vrong way of doing it and different clients need 
different things . Most ofthose netwo 1'ks have built their business 011 the backs of client 
expansio l1, so in the 50's and 60's whe l1 these big Alnerican corporations decided to 1110ve 
their businesses out of America and conquer the world they asked their agencies to go 
with them......that' s because they believed that each n1arket was fundamentally different 
from the next one and therefore they had to have a presence in each. And who ' s to say 
that' s wrong? Because those conlpanies are vast and huge and we are small and \ve don't 
work with those kinds of clients. 1 think our view is that that is a11 we11 and good but 
there are now different kinds of clients who are looking for different kinds of input ' 
While evidence has been presented that different ;types ' of agency are nlaking different usage of 
he various levers it could be suggested that the search for differences is overshadowing a greater 
:degree of sitnilarity \vithin the industry ; that the wood is being obscured by a concentration on 
the trees. It is ce11ainly true that for the 111ajority of the levers there is a greater similarity 
時garding their usage between the agencies then there is difference. 
Conclusion on 戶 ， between expected use ollevers and actual use 
As has been seen advertising agencies have responded to the prevailing set of globalisation 
~drivers in much the way that \vould have been expected. Appendix 4 provides a diagrammatic 
representation ofthe expected use of each lever, alongside the actual use by the three categories 
of agency. Once again thi~ diagran1 has been prepared through the assignation of nUlnerical 
values to each lever by the researcher based on the interviews conducted. 
There are three particular itelns of interest unveiled by this diagran1, each of which has been 
previously C0111111ented upon. Firstly the fact that three distinct categories of agency elnerged was 
sOlnething that could not have been predicted based upon the analysis of the drivers alone. 
Although the behaviour of the individual agencies can be explained when set in the context of 
the full 1110del, that is allowing for companies ιposition and resources' , it would not have been 
possible even if that info l111ation had been previously available to have predicted the COlnmon 
groupings of agency type \vith regard to the configuration of global strategies they adopted. 
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Secondly cornprehensive exan1ination ofthe strategies being followed by the adVe11ising ag巳nCles
revealed a nun1ber of hidden dirnensions to ι global strategy ' , din1ensions not explicitly covered 
an10ngst Y旬's globallevers. One exan1ple of this was the sharing of con1mon processes and 
procedures which indicates a forn1 of integration of ‘global services ' and perhaps n10re 
importantly the ernergence of 已 networking ' and knowledge sha1'ing which was a fundan1ental 
con1ponent ofhow agencies were integrating acti vities between international offices. 1n both of 
these areas then , it was only through study of international operations that these 已 additional '
levers eme1'ged , certainly they would not have been predicted based on the Yip f1'amewo1'k. 
The thi1'd and final elelnent of interest 1'elates to the ma1'keting lever which stands out as being 
the one p1'oposition which was not supported and the predicted use differed n1a1'kedly f1'om what 
agencies were actually doing. The expected use was high, the actual use was low. The 
in1plications ofthe disc1'epancy fo 1' the Yip fralnework have been noted and will be revisited in 
the conclusion to the paper when 1'efinements to that fran1ework a1'e p1'oposed. 
Overall howeve1', exarnination of Appendix 4 suggests that the1'e was significant sin1ilarities 
between actual and expected use ofthe leve1's using the Yip fralnewo 1'k as a p1'edictive too 1. Of 
course the inability to test the f1'amewo1'k as a model and the degree of subjectivity in assessing 
the expected use limits the utility ofthe f1'arnewo1'k as a mode l. It is perhaps necessary to 1'estate 
that advertising is an unusual industry with as Grein and Ducoffe (1 998) stated an ‘ intense 
combination' ofintegration-responsiveness pressures. Cost, government and competitive drivers 
neither pushed no1' inhibited the adoption of global leve1's and the strong ma1'ket d1'ive1's were 
complex in thei1' nature. Given these difficulties the Yip framework has been at least partially 
substantiated with no element of the framework outrightly refuted. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The above analysis has presented a thorough examination ofboth the forces pushing globalisation 
in the adve1'tising industry and also the strategic responses of the international advertising 
agencies . The1'e are a nurnber of points which merit fUliher attention in concluding this paper. 
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Firstly patterns of global strategy and n10tivations for use thereof differ n1arkedly in this service 
industry compared to the established thinking on global strategy which has n10stly been 
developed with regard to n1anufacturing settings. A lnore con1plex fonn of global strategy has 
been presented , similar in composition to Bartlett and Ghosh訓 's transnational solution. 
An ongoing theme of this paper has been the utility and the limitations of Y巾 's fralnework for 
global strategy. As the organising theoretical model for this paper it has been den10nstrated that 
the framework does have use as an organising tool for understanding both the forces pushing 
globalisation and firms' use of global strategies. However in this en1pirical application a number 
of significant shortcomings of the fran1ework \vere identified , these will be discussed and a 
nun1ber of suggested adaptations or n10difications to the fraIne\vork are proposed. 
Nature 01 globalisation in the advertising industry 
Despite the differences between individual agencies , what this analysis has very clearly 
demonstrated is that the use of global strategie丸 the lTIotivations behind them and the benefits to 
be expected differ markedly froln the use of global strategies in other industries. The bulk ofthe 
theoIγdeveloped and empirical studies so far conducted have related to n1anufacturing settings, 
in this service industry it is clear that global levers are used in a quite distinctive n1anner 
reflecting the specific forces influencing this industry. 
The traditional paradigm_ of global strategy; standardisation of products, centralisation of 
production, achieving economies of scale and from that building global market share and 
con1petl tIve posítion is sÏInply not the n10del that persists in advertising. Rather the 
underpinnings of global strategy in this industry depend upon a process of developing worldwide 
local capability which can be an1algamated and lnanaged on a worldwide basis. The explanation 
for the difference can be explained largely by the configuration and strength ofthe globalisation 
drivers with n1arket dI心ers rather than cost being the compelling force behind international 
lntegration of the agencies. 
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The desired result ofadopting global strategies \\i ithin advertising is not the achieven1ent oflower 
costs but rather in1prOvel11ents in quality . Agencies repeated tin1e and again that it was superior 
creative work and the ability to service international clients that \vere the critical success factors 
in the industry rather than the ability to lo\ver costs. Con1petitive advantage con1es not fron1 
offering lower prices but instead charging higher fees based on this superior service. SiIni1arly 
market share is a 1ess in1portant objective, rather profitability of a 1in1ited number of accounts 
becon1es key. This lneans that not on1y are the expected benefits of 已 globalisation' different but 
also explains the variants in adoption of globa1 strategy that have been den10nstrated in this 
analysis. These sÍlnple points require a new way ofthinking about globa1 strategy, to equate the 
process with standardisation, centralisation and cost efficiencies is no longer appropriate and 
instead a lnore cOlnplex picture of global knowledge lnanagen1ent and integrated managen1ent 
systen1s that tie together local activities elnerges 
Returning to the literature for a n10n1ent, one can easily see that in line with the Bartlett and 
Ghoshal classification, international advertising agencies are clearly being pushed towards the 
已 transnational solution\This requires that finns siInu1taneous1y deve10p 已 global capabi1ities' 
(which Bart1ett and Ghoshal inconectly limited to cost efficiencies) while at the same time 
retaining a degree of 10cal responsiveness. This is in 1ine with the findings ofboth Banerjee and 
Grein and Ducoffe previously SUlnn1arised. This ana1ysis has significant1y added to the existing 
literature by explicit1y identifying the means and processes by which advertising agencies have 
responded to these simultaneous pressures to becOl11e 已 global ' orιtransnational' whichever tern1 
is preferred. 
The Utility 01 y伊 '5 扣~amework
Given the suggestion that the process of globalisation is fundamentally different in this industry 
it is appropriate to question whether Y旬's framework of global strategy holds up as an ana1ytical 
tool for the consideration of advertising and perhaps also other non-n1anufacturing industries. 
When attempting to predict the use of the 已 global 1evers' by advertising agencies based on the 
analysis ofthe industry drivers the point was made that the fran1ework was not a testable mode l. 
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Yip neither in his theoretical nor his ell1pirical studies has ever delineated linkages between 
specific drivers and specific levers and therefore it is in1possible to test the fral l1eWork in a 
statistical sense to see whether relationships between drivers and levers can be proven. The 
multi-dimensional nature of the drivers and the levers and the varying strengths and influences 
of each further inhibit the idea of turning the fran1ework into a scientific 1110del which can be 
tested and proven. The question arises \vhether son1e adaptation of the fra111e v.rork would allow 
the developn1ent ofjust such a n10del , is it possible to hypothesize links between specific drivers 
and levers vlhich can be tested and on the basis of which one can assess an industries drivers? 
And then frOlTI that can one lnake a valid prediction of which levers will be used and to what 
extent. 
As previously stated the Yip fran1ework is very sÍlnilar to other COlTIlTIOnly used strategic 
management concepts in this lnanner, notably both Porter's 已 five forces' and hisιdimTIond' of 
national competitiveness. Both of those tools share the problelTI that each construct is itself 
n1ulti-dimensional and neither can be tested statistically as a result. SOlne may suggest that just 
because Porter ' s work was also lin1ited in this Inanner does not mean that we should necessarily 
accept Y旬's frameWOI丸 however it does indicate that the lin1itations in this fran1ework are by 
no lTIeanS unlque. 
It would be pointless to make the argument that the fran1ework does not suffer frOlTI this 
limitation, for reasons stated it is not possible to use it as a predictive 1110del that can be 
scientifically tested. How~ver that is not a strong enough reason to discard the framework in 
total. What needs to be recognised is that the framework is not intended to be used as a model 
but rather as a 'strategic tool' with an aim of aiding understanding and c0111prehension of the 
areas of globalisation and global strategy. As with the five forces , use of the tool assists the 
understanding ofwhat is happening within an industry and may suggest possible strategic options 
open to firms within 泣 ， however it is not and cannot be 111ade into a detern1inistic lTIodel 
The major missing C0111pOnent frOlTI the Yip framework was the whole area ofthe developn1ent 
of inforn1ation networks outlined above , in the analysis this was placed under the lever ‘global 
location of activities'. Yip had talked about sÍITIilar integrative systelnS but he had considered 
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these as an elen1ent of n1anagen1ent of a global organisation rather than as a 已 global lever ' in 
itsel f. 1n Yip ~ s text he lnade the suggestion that ifthe organisation had n1ade use of other global 
levers then it required these integrative systen1s in order to n1ake those levers WOl丸 to co-ordinate 
global n1arketing for exatnple or to integrate value chain activities scattered across countries. 
However what this case has demonstrated is that the use of such information systen1s is much 
n10re than a managen1ent control mechanisn1 for other fonns of global strategy but rather an 
integral elelnent of global strategy itsel f. 1ndeed this elelnent ofthe 'locations' lever was where 
lnost of the agencies were concentrating development of their international strategy with the 
recognition that enabling all offices within the network to be not only able to comn1unicate with 
each other but to actively work together and share inforn1ation were the key organisational 
challenges going fonvard. 
Significant literature has been developed on the ‘networked' organisation or the 已 knowledge
based company' and the means by which firms are developing these systems have been 
demonstrated and discussed in detail in such papers. 1n this paper the need to maintain strong 
local offices and the inability to centralise key activities has only served to highlight the 
importance ofsuch activities in the advertising sector. With respect to Yip it is perhaps necessary 
to note that his frame\vork was largely developed in the late 1970's and it may be that he did not 
anticipate the developlnents that have occurred in this field. Certainly it would have been 
difficult to predict advances in information technology and comn1unications which lie at the heart 
ofthe ‘networked' organisation and the speed with which they have developed in the past two 
decades. 
AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The one area of great interest that is not covered in the study is the performance outcon1e of 
using global strategies. Although agency executives were asked to explain why they were using 
particular global strategies and what benefits they hoped this would achieve , the purpose of such 
questioning was prin1arily to understand the lnotivations behind the use of such strategies rather 
than to lneasure the perforn1ance outcon1es. Y巾's fran1ework of course suggests that there is a 
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norn1ative link between the use of individual global strategies and the perfOrn1anCe benefits that 
can be accrued ; a testing ofthese links within either the 111anufacturing or services sector has still 
to be empirically conducted. However the san1e difficulties of n10delling this inforn1ation arise 
inY旬's framework as each globalisation benefit is derived in pmi from use of a nUluber of global 
levers and therefore Sin1plistic activity-perforn1anCe linkages cannot be hypothesised. 
Despite these difficulties and others inherent in n1easuring service sector perfonnance (Nachun1 
1996 13 ) such a study which lnaybe cOlnpares the perforn1ance ofthe differing strategic responses 
to globalisation may be a pron1ising area for future research. To date there has been little study 
but much debate over the effectiveness of global ad\'ertising strategies (Neff2000) 的 the global 
integration of agencies is fairly new however and still an ongoing process it luay be some tin1e 
before any definitive conclusions can be n1ade in this regard. 
Extension of this study into other types of service industry (Lovelock and Yip 1996) may also 
shed further insight into this en1ergent field of business research. This paper has suggested a 
nun1ber oftimes that it luay be the characteristics of services rather than the advertising industry 
itself that has caused the unique forn1s of globalisation observed here. It would be interesting 
to see if such patterns hold true for other service industries or whether they have their own 
distinct forms of globalisation drivers and use of global drivers. 1n particular different categories 
of service such as people-centred services or possession-centred services (as opposed to the 
inforn1ation-centred advertising industryl 4) lnay be suitable areas for future research. A 
cOluparison of a nun1ber of service industries across these different categories may allow for 
further refinement of the Yip fran1ework. In particular such a study would allow for 
consideration of whether the additionallevers added into this study hold as necessary elements 
of a fran1ework for other services or whether other cOlnponents of globallevers eluerge in their 
own right when other service industries are studied. 
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APPENDIX 3 
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